Congratulations on purchasing your Kramer WCP Single Cable Pass-Through Wall Plate Insert and/or WCP-2 Dual Cable Pass-Through Wall Plate insert and/or WCP-21 Dual 2-Size Cable Pass-through Wall Plate insert.

The **WCP** is a single cable pass-through wall plate insert that accommodates a cable up to 12.5mm in diameter:

![WCP Diagram](image1)

The **WCP-2** is a dual pass-through wall plate insert that accommodates two cables up to 9mm in diameter:

![WCP-2 Diagram](image2)

The **WCP-21** is a dual 2-size cable pass-through wall plate insert that accommodates a cable up to 12.5mm in diameter (via the large pass-through) as well as a cable up to 9mm in diameter (via the small pass-through):

![WCP-21 Diagram](image3)

For the latest information on our products and a list of Kramer distributors, visit our Web site where updates to this user manual may be found.

**We welcome your questions, comments, and feedback.**

Web site: [www.kramerelectronics.com](http://www.kramerelectronics.com)

E-mail: info@kramerel.com
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